My experience with Lasers
I am a hobbyist, I started out with 3d printers a few years ago and when
covid hit I started making face shields and ear savers for local health care
providers and first responders. 6 months later I got a Creality laser for my Ender
3 pro, it was ok however any kind of software was lacking that would make it
run easy.
So, I am shopping Amazon like I frequently do and I see Ortur and seems
like they have a great following so after a week or so of looking at them I order
one I am all excited and cannot wait to get it and put together and start
engraving stuff. I finally get it ready all setup and there it goes etching mirrors
backs, wood, canvas, etc. Then 96% into a job after a total of 10-12 hours total
running since I had it, it stops firing and long story short and many emails it is
resolved. Thinking I have a rare faulty one I pay to get one in 2 days from
Amazon instead of waiting on one from China and the long process. Guess what
3 days later this one quits but at least I got 3 times the time out of this one LOL.
Frustrated I start looking for alternatives instead of a Co2 laser and I find
Endurance Lasers website so then I watched YouTube videos and read and read
till I realized it was hours past time to go to bed for work, hey I was intrigued by
these lasers. I sent a message to them through the chat button on their website
and went to bed. I woke up the next Morning with a message from George
Fomitchev himself time stamped minutes after I had sent it. Wow this was great
customer service compared to days of waiting on emails from Ortur.
About a week later I message George again and I had a long conversation
with him about lasers, differences and what would work, this guy is great! He
answered my questions and built my confidence to buy the 5.6-watt laser
module that was more than my whole Ortur setup. 5 days later 2 of them being
the weekend I get it from DHL I mounted it to a makeshift mount, installed the
air assist I had already printed and wired it to the old laser outputs from the
control board and it went to work started engraving and no downtime like the
Ortur. tiles, ornaments, signs, you name it I was engraving it and the laser ran
like a champ.

I by no means am an expert but I am a tinkerer and hobbyist and my
experience with George and Endurance have been 100 percent. I now speak to
him often about people that ask me about it, and they have seen what mine is
doing and they want one. So as an individual that is a tinkerer and, on a budget,
it was hard to spend the money but I am glad that I purchased it as I am not
worried about if it's going to die but worried about when I will be able to
upgrade lol. So, if you are considering Endurance for your next diode laser
module and are hesitant don’t be, from their outstanding warranty to some of
the best customer service I have ever seen they will be there for you.

Check out my Facebook page G3DP to see some of the projects I have and
am working on and thanks to Endurance Lasers and George I can keep on
burning.

Gary Phillips, Cincinnati Ohio

Some things I have done since I got the Endurance

Ortur sitting here dead waiting on a replacement
module

First test with the new 5.6 Endurance laser

